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Abstract
This paper presents an implementation of the widely used speech analysis tool Praat as a web
application with an extended functionality for feature annotation. In particular, Praat on the Web
addresses some of the central limitations of the original Praat tool and provides (i) enhanced
visualization of annotations in a dedicated window for feature annotation at interval and point
segments, (ii) a dynamic scripting composition exemplified with a modular prosody tagger, and
(iii) portability and an operational web interface. Speech annotation tools with such a functionality are key for exploring large corpora and designing modular pipelines.

1

Motivation and Background

Automatic annotation of speech often involves dealing with linguistic and acoustic information that
needs to be conveniently organized at different levels of segmentation (i.e., phonemes, syllables, words,
phrases, sentences, etc.). Even though laboratory experiments on speech are controlled to a certain extent (e.g., minimal word pairs, short sentences, read speech) and are usually annotated manually, the
increasing trend to analyze spontaneous speech, especially in human-machine interaction, requires tools
to facilitate semi-automatic annotation tasks with a compact visualization for manual revision, presentation of results and versatile scripting capabilities.
The Praat software (Boersma, 2001) is one of the most widely used open-source tools for audio signal
processing and annotation in the speech community. Praat has a dedicated text format called TextGrid,
where stackable lines, called tiers, are mapped to the whole time-stamp of the associated sound file
(cf. Figure 1). Accordingly, tiers account for the temporal nature of speech and take one compulsory
parameter: the time-stamp of the segments, which are the smallest unit in a TextGrid. A time-stamp
can be of two kinds: an interval (specifying the beginning and end time of each segment) or a point in
time. This sequence of time-stamps is encoded in tiers as consecutive segments. Once (interval or point)
segments are marked, they can take an optional string parameter, called label.
While suitable for a coarse-grained glance at the acoustic profile of speech, Praat shows two major
limitations when it comes to more detailed annotation that also involves linguistic information. Firstly,
Praat’s segment annotations are opaque blocks of strings, and there is no function for a linguistic analysis
of the labels. For instance, if an interval segment for the word places (as in the example shown in Figure
1) includes morphological information within the same label (e.g., “places: noun = plural”), there is no
function in Praat that would allow the division of the string places: noun = plural into tokens of any
kind, for example, places — noun — plural . Secondly, Praat is not modular, i.e., all automatic routines a
user is interested in (e.g., detection of silent and voiced parts, annotation of intensity peaks and valleys,
computing relative values, etc.) must be programmed together in a single script. No user need-driven
composition of stand-alone off-the-shelf scripts for dedicated subroutines is possible, which implies that
for any new constellation of the subroutines a new script must be programmed.
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Figure 1: Standard Praat visualization:Annotation using tiers.

In order to remedy these limitations, advanced users have found workarounds. Thus, the first limitation is remedied by either extracting information to an external file, as ProsodyPro (Xu, 2013) does,
or by annotating in parallel tiers with cloned time segments and different labels, as shown in Figure 1.
To circumvent the second limitation, experienced users tend to program in external platforms and call
Praat for performing specific speech processing routines. For example, Praaline (Christodoulides, 2014)
extracts acoustic information from Praat for analysis in the R statistic package (R Core Team, 2013) and
visualization in the Sonic visualizer (Cannam et al., 2010). However, these workarounds make the use
of Praat cumbersome.
The Praat on the Web tool presented in this paper aims to address the aforementioned Praat limitations.
More precisely, it upgrades Praat along the lines observed in state-of-the-art natural language processing
(NLP) annotation interfaces as encountered for SEMAFOR1 (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012), Brat2 (Stenetorp
et al., 2012), or GATE3 (Cunningham et al., 2011). Such an upgrade is instrumental for prosody studies,
among other, which are described as a combination of features (not only acoustic, but also linguistic)
and therefore benefit greatly from a versatile semi-automatic approach to annotation and a compact
visualization of those features.
Praat on the Web involves three main technical aspects: (i) a multidimensional feature vector within
segment labels (see Figure 2 for illustration), (ii) a web-based implementation, and (iii) an operational
interface for modular script composition exemplified as a prosody tagger. Given that many Praat scripts
are freely available and shared in the speech community for different specialized tasks, one of the advantages of modular scripting within the same platform is keeping a library of scripts for easy replacement
of independent subtasks within a larger pipeline. The dynamic composition approach presented in this
paper, thus, promotes tests on how different configurations affect the final output of the architecture, and
positively impacts reproducibility of experiments in a user-friendly web environment.
Praat on the Web is available for extended feature annotation, but compatible with the original Praat
format, as a web application4 and as a local version;5 source code and all scripts mentioned in this paper
as well as a tutorial are available in a Github account.6 and distributed under a GNU General Public
Licence.7
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Figure 2: Praat on the Web’s visual enhancement of the standard Praat.

2

Annotating in parallel tiers versus using features

Annotations in tiers are convenient for studying nested elements in the speech signal. For example,
Selkirk (1984) proposes a hierarchical structure of intonation where smaller units (e.g., prosodic feet)
are embedded in larger ones (e.g., prosodic words and prosodic phrases), as Figure 2 shows. However,
if each layer needs to be annotated in stacked tiers with cloned times as previously shown in Figure 1,
a long collection of repeated tiers for each new layer information blurs visual presentation and makes
manual revision tasks harder.
Praat on the Web’s main menu on our webpage includes a first demo (accessible by clicking on the
button “Enter Demo 1”), where the user can upload their own audio and TextGrid files for visualization
and playback. Sample files with feature annotations, which can serve as inspiration or examples, are also
provided in the demo. Waveform, fundamental frequency (F0) and intensity curves are displayed on the
screen together with the annotated tiers. There are some practical differences with respect to the standard
Praat, which are summarized in Table 1. Whereas standard Praat uses keyboard commands to perform
actions during annotation such as zooming and playback, Praat on the Web has dedicated buttons for
these actions, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Action
Zooming
Audio playback
Scroll left/right

Standard Praat
keyboard shortcuts (ctrl+i/o/n)
shift button or segment + time bar click
scrollbar below TextGrid

Praat on Web
sliding bar signaled with amplifying glass symbol
play/pause button or segment + waveform click
scrollbar below waveform

Table 1: Comparison: actions in standard Prat and Praat on Web.
Further demonstration of visualization capabilities using automatic scripts for merging tiers and splitting features (Demos 3 and 4 respectively) are also available in the online demo webpage. Users can
upload their own cloned TextGrids entering Demo 3 and click on the ‘run’ button to automatically annotate selected cloned tiers as features. In Demo 4, this action is reversed, i.e., feature vectors are converted
to cloned tiers. All TextGrids generated in Praat on the Web are displayed in the browser and can also be
downloaded for local use clicking on the “Download” button.

3

Dynamic Scripting Composition

Entering Demo 2 through the main menu of Praat on the Web, an example of dynamic scripting composition can be run on available samples or uploaded files. The configuration of the automatic prosody
tagger8 appears in the right part of the screen (see Figures 3 and 4). The pipeline varies depending on
8
Further information on the prosody tagger’ methodology, technical specifications and evaluation is provided in Domı́nguez
et al. (2016).
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the selected configuration.
The prosody tagger is made up of a total of eight modules, three of which (from Module 1 to 3) are
common for the two possible configurations:
1. Word segments (see Figure 3): when clicking on this button, six modules will appear in the “Selected modules” box. Modules 5 and 6 predict boundaries and prominence respectively on both
acoustic information annotated in Modules 1 to 3 and word segments exported by Module 4. A
TextGrid with the word alignment needs to be provided to run this configuration.
2. Raw speech (see Figure 4): when clicking on this button, five modules will appear in the “Selected
modules” box. Prediction is performed on acoustic information and thus, Module 4 is not in the
pipeline and alternative Modules 5 and 6 are chosen for this pipeline.

Figure 4: Configuration for raw speech.

Figure 3: Configuration with word segments.

The users can select in the web interface the output of the prosody tagger by ticking the option “only
predicted tiers” displayed at the bottom left side of the screen. If that option is not ticked, all tiers
generated by each module are shown. The output of the tagger (including annotated features of each
segment) is displayed on screen in the browser; it can also be downloaded in TextGrid format for local
use.
A further add-on of Praat on the Web is that includes a centralized repository of scripts and data. The
action of selecting modules for the sample prosody tagger has been scripted in this demonstration to be
automatically done, and the web interface allows moving around modules to prove that modules are also
manually interchangeable.

4

Conclusions

We have presented the tool Praat on the Web, which aims to take speech annotations to meet the increasingly demanding requirements in the field of speech technologies. In such a scenario, user-friendly
semi-automatic annotation tools within one versatile common platform are key to make steady progress
in the study of complex events, like prosody, over large amounts of data. Praat on the Web shows several
advantages over standard Praat in that it offers: (i) intuitive visualization of segment annotations using
features displayed in a dedicated window; (ii) easy modularity of computational tasks within the same
Praat platform; (iii) ready-to-use web environment with no pre-installation requirements for presentation
of results. The two first characteristics are achieved including functionality for feature annotation. Consequently, the smallest unit in a Praat TextGrid is no longer an opaque string label, but a well-structured
linguistic unit containing a head, a feature name and a feature value.
At the time of publication, Praat on the Web runs with sample or uploaded files for visualization,
playback and automatic prediction of PPh boundaries and prominence. In the future, user account management will be introduced for researchers to upload their scripts and create their own pipeline configurations. The web interface is well-suited for annotation and demos (like this one) and teaching purposes;
we also plan to extend it with online edition of manual annotations.
Praat on the Web is a first step in the transformation of speech annotation tools to meet the standards already set in other branches of computational linguistics. A move in this direction is especially needed for
integrative research and reproducibility that require user-friendly tools for designing automatic processes
with enhanced visualization capabilities.
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